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Using the Science of Reading to
Improve Student Success
Knowledgeable Teachers Can Make a
Diﬀerence
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AccepGng reading failure should not
be an opGon.
Department of JusGce--“The link between
academic failure and delinquency, violence,
and crime is welded to reading failure. Over
70 percent of inmates in America’s prisons
cannot read above a fourth grade level.”
85 percent of all juveniles who enter the juvenile
court system are funcGonally illiterate.
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NAEP Score Graph

NaGonal Assessment of EducaGonal Progress

The Science of Reading
NaGonal Reading Panel was formed in 1997. The
panel and subcommi^ees reviewed reading
research from 1966 forward. The goals of the
NRP were to:
Seek a consensus on the skills that were
essenGal for reading development.
IdenGfy the best pracGces for teaching these
skills in a way that would provide the best
outcome for all students.

HB 3—Texas Reading Academies
Who: All kindergarten through third-grade teachers and
principals must begin the Texas Reading Academies
training before the 2022-2023 school year.
Goal: To increase teacher knowledge and implementaGon
of evidence-based pracGces to posiGvely impact student
literacy achievement.
What: Science of Teaching Reading—STR: A term that
describes educator applicaGon of evidence-based
reading methods that best support development of
skilled reading.
Why: Educators will be able to apply knowledge of the STR
across teaching contexts to improve reading outcomes
for all learners.

The Report of the NaGonal Reading Panel : Teaching
Children to Read; published in December, 2000.
Put Reading First: The Research Building Blocks for
Teaching Children to Read K—3 , (2nd ediGon 2003)
Reading research is on-going and our understanding
of how students learn to read conGnues to grow.
The iniGal report and the conGnued studies make
up the Science of Reading.
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Research indicated 5 essenGal elements of
eﬀecGve reading instrucGon.
The
Science
of
Reading

NRP also idenGﬁed the characterisGcs of
the most eﬀecGve reading instrucGon to
meet the needs of all students. EﬀecGve
instrucGon was:
Explicit—SystemaGc—Direct
Sequenced—Structured—CumulaGve
Intensive—DiagnosGc

To implement the simple view of reading, teachers have two
quesGons to ask:
1. Can the child sound out and pronounce the word?
If not, decoding instrucGon is needed.
2. Does the child understand what the word means?
If not, vocabulary instrucGon is needed.
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Meaning Based InstrucGon
The beginnings of meaning based reading
instrucGon can be traced back to Whole Language.
Learning to read was viewed to be as natural to a
child’s development as learning to speak.
1970—Whole Language
1980—Reading Recovery
1990—Four Block
2000—Balanced Literacy
2010—Guided Reading

Elements of eﬀecGve reading instrucGon can be
found in current reading curriculums, but there is a
lack of emphasis on the roles of phonemic awareness
and phonics play. What’s else is missing? Explicit,
systemaGc, direct, sequenced, structured, cumulaGve,
diagnosGc, and intensive instrucGonal principles which
should guide HOW we teach.
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MSV—Using Meaning, Syntax, and
Visual Cues to Decode Print

Using Meaning and Structure to Decode
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look at the picture.
Slide through the whole word.
Skip hard words and then go back.
Get your mouth ready to make the ﬁrst sound.
Reread. Does it look right? Does it sound right? Does
it make sense?
Spell the word out loud.
Try a diﬀerent sound.
Think of a rhyming word you know.
Chunk it. Look for smaller words inside.
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Do we use meaning to decode words? Or do we
decode words using le^er/sound associaGons? In
the Simple View of Reading, decoding using le^er/
sound associaGons is key.

Background knowledge,
experience, language
pro@iciency

Diﬀerent InstrucGonal Emphasis
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•
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dictionary
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Meaning
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•
•

Phonological skills taught explicitly
and systemaGcally
Phonics approach is syntheGc (parts
to whole). Le^er/sounds taught;
phonemic blending.
Students read decodable texts using
speciﬁc phonic pa^erns that have
been taught.
When reading orally, students
encouraged to apply decoding skills.
Spelling skills taught explicitly and
systemaGcally; reinforces what
students learn in decoding

Current Reading Approaches
•
•

•

•

•

Phonological skills usually taught
but not emphasized
Phonics approach olen analyGc
(whole to parts) or decoding by
analogy.
Students read leveled and
predictable texts; may not apply to
phonics skills taught.
Teacher feedback to errors may
emphasize sentence context or
pictures, not decoding skills.
Spelling word lists may have no
speciﬁc phonics pa^ern or spelling
rule.
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Why is student not reading
by sight?

Phonemic
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Sight
Word
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Phonic
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Decoding
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When student reads
out loud is it
effortless?

Reading
Comprehension

Letter/
Sound
Proficiency

Vocabulary
Knowledge

Background
Knowledge

Knowledge of Text/
Sentence Structure

Language
Comprehension

Does
student
understand
text if it is
read to him?
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Structured
Literacy
Approach is
EssenGal
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Diﬀerent Methods of InstrucGon
Explicit Phonics Instruc?on

Non-Explicit Phonics Instruc?on

• Introduces phonics concepts
directly through demonstraGon
and use of clear language in
scripted lessons
• Includes explanaGon, modeling,
guided pracGce, opportuniGes to
pracGce new learning, and
immediate correcGve feedback
• Can occur in whole group, small
group, of an individual
instrucGonal senng

• Assumes students gain phonics
skills through incidental learning
• Leaves acquisiGon of phonics
skills to chance or natural
discover (e.g., teacher asks
students to idenGfy le^er
pa^erns aler reading a list of
words or passage.
• Teaches the alphabet without
teaching the phoneGc sounds.

Diﬀerent Methods of InstrucGon
Systema?c Phonics
Instruc?on
•

•

•

New concepts taught in a
sequence that moves from simple
to complex; new learning based
on previously learned concepts
Provided in pre-established,
structured lessons lasGng 10 to 15
minutes as part of a sequence in
an overall literacy curriculum
Analysis of diagnosGc
assessments and progress
monitoring data informs
instrucGon

Non-Systema?c Phonics
Instruc?on
•

•

•

New concepts not taught in a
predetermined sequence; may
move slowly or quickly through
le^er-sound relaGonships.
Short lessons are not aligned in a
core curriculum with a
recognizable structure
Separate programs for core
instrucGon and supplemental
instrucGon may use conﬂicGng or
inconsistent terms, scope and
sequence

Structured
Literacy
Approach is
EssenGal
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